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Lighting Solutions
Arrow Lighting is committed to bringing new 
forms of illumination to life.

In fact, we’re experts in the new way of  
lighting the world—using transformational, 
efficient and reliable solid-state lighting  
(SSL) technologies.

Our capabilities can be like the difference 
between night and day for your business, 
providing state-of-the-art technology and 
supporting you from the first moment of 
insight to distribution and reverse logistics. 

There will be new standards, new fixtures, 
new design elements. But more, there will  
be new ideas and new breakthroughs to 
make manifest.

For Arrow, SSL lighting means progress. It 
means solving the challenges your business 
is facing, streamlining the creation of new 
lighting from conception to production, and 
benefiting your bottom line with green, clean, 
smart technology.

Retail, portable, signage,  

indoor, outdoor, transportation 

and virtually any other specialty 

application—we offer SSL 

solutions for every market.

Wherever you are in the design process,  
we can help you access the world’s leading 
SSL technology, select and source the  
best materials, design and engineer for 
speed to market, produce the modules or 
finished goods you need, and manage  
your supply chain. 

Our engineers, designers and innovators are 
working to help make the world of Five Years 
Out brighter than ever before. Will you join us?
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Access these technologies 
and more:

 > High power LEDs 

 > Light engine modules

 > LED driver ICs and modules

 > Power supplies and drivers

 > Custom and standard optics

 > Passive components  

 > Thermal management 
– Heat sinks 
– Fans 
–  Metal core and FR 4 PC boards

 > Controls

 > Connectors

Concept  
and Technology 
Leadership
Our deep and broad line card features a vast range of SSL technologies and 

components from leading lighting manufacturers. We offer samples to help 

you make your selection. If you need additional help as you’re evaluating 

options for your design, Arrow is positioned to provide recommendations 

for your application based on innovation, cost, efficiency or any other 

specifications driving your project.
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Minimize design cycles and speed your time to market by allowing 

Arrow’s in-house technical and design team to get involved early in 

your design cycle. 

Optical. Mechanical. Electrical. Whatever your project’s design 

and business challenges, the engineers in Arrow’s Lighting 

Development Center are ready to improve your bottom line  

with state-of-the-industry insights and hands-on expertise. 

The Lighting Development 
Center offers:

 > Value-add LED solution prototyping

 > Testing and measurement

 > Access to state-of-the-art equipment and 
design tools

 > Assistance with your SSL designs to 
minimize development cycles

 > Product sample options from many lighting 
manufacturers

 > Demo boards and standard off-the-shelf 
LED printed circuit boards

 > Proof-of-concept fixture retrofits

 > Product evaluation from driver, optic and 
thermal perspectives

 > Helpful technical demonstrations

Engineering and 
Design Support

> See it for yourself at lighting.arrow.com

Arrow’s Online  
Lighting Designer
Get point-and-click functionality with Arrow’s robust 

Lighting Designer tool, a convenient resource that 

lets you create a complete LED lighting solution in a 

convenient online environment. It’s the perfect way 

to tap deeper engineering expertise and accelerate 

idea generation. With the Lighting Designer, you can 

optimize LED selection, add secondary optics, define 

the power supply, and choose and layout a design. 

The tool can be used to design and analyze individual 

components or develop a comprehensive solution. 

Built-in guidelines provide for quick results, offering 

several LED system options such as “recommended,” 

“highest efficiency” and “least-expensive.” Once an 

option is selected, alternatives will be provided along 

with the expected return on investment compared to 

traditional lighting.
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RefeRence DeSignS

Learn about the innovative lighting solutions and 

technology available from Arrow by exploring our reference 

designs. They’re a powerful resource that can help you 

understand how to configure products in new ways and 

ease migrations to SSL. In addition to the reference 

designs that we build to target specific audiences and end 

applications, we also have a library of reference designs 

from leading lighting manufacturers. Many of Arrow’s 

reference designs are available at arrow.com. 

fixtuRe RetROfitS

Replace existing traditional lighting with an SSL solution 

that meets your specific requirements—right inside your 

current fixture. This is a great way to assess Arrow’s 

proposed solution without depleting your engineering 

resources. 

teSting AnD vALiDAtiOn

Go to market with confidence. Our Lighting Development 

Center offers various kinds of testing on all types of 

traditional and SSL products. We can assess candidates 

for converting to SSL, provide recommendations for 

improvement and verify that your design is sound. In 

addition, we can evaluate thermal design—or test optical 

parameters of relative light output, luminous intensity, color 

temperature and luminous flux.

testing options from Arrow:

 > Power consumption

 > Efficiency/efficacy

 > Power factor

 > Absolute photometry 

 > CRI/CCT

 > Ra

cuStOM MODuLeS 

Experience the benefits of overall lower system cost, 

leading-edge technology and the most innovative products 

available. We can help design and manufacture full, custom 

turnkey LED or driver board solutions, inform you mid-

project if better options such as superior technology or 

less-expensive components become available, and modify 

or replace the design to give you an advantage over the rest 

of the market. Arrow also offers printed circuit board layout 

and design services including 3D CAD software tools and 

3D printing. 

cuStOM LeD MODuLeS

Ensure assembly becomes exclusively yours and 

differentiate your products from those of your competitors 

with our custom solutions in this category.

Off-the-SheLf ic DRiveR AnD LeD bOARDS

Leverage off-the-shelf benefits. Our standard LED driver 

IC demo boards can get your concept closer to design and 

keep your project’s timeline on track, even if they don’t fit 

your requirements exactly. 

In cases where you cannot solder components to a board 

or do not have the ability to power the system being 

recommended, our standard LED board configurations and 

related LED options can be invaluable. Let us evaluate your 

needs and help prove your concept, so you can see how 

your ideas perform in a real-life environment and take next 

steps with confidence.

need a custom, off-the-shelf or hybrid solution? We can help. By building LED boards 

with varying form factors and LED footprints. Altering the size or shape of standard boards 

through the reduction of LED count. Or populating LEDs on already-existing boards.
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StAnDARD MODuLeS

Leverage our access to LED and plug-and-play driver 

modules from the world’s leading lighting manufacturers. 

We can help you determine the best option for your design.

Available LeD modules include:

 > Down lighting

 > Spot lighting

 > Track lighting

 > Street lighting

 > Area lighting

 > LED bulb retrofits

 > Linear lighting

Off-the-SheLf pOweR SuppLieS

Experience potential benefits like warranties and  

pre-existing testing and safety certifications (such as UL) 

when you design for off-the-shelf constant current and 

constant voltage power supplies.

With unmatched technologies and facilities, 

Arrow is positioned to bring your designs to 

life. We can build the inner components of 

your fixture, enable your SSL, manufacture 

your LED or driver module at the full turnkey 

level, or help you take advantage of off-the-

shelf products that may speed your time  

to market. 

production and Manufacturing
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vALue-ADDeD binning

Arrow Lighting works closely with you to ensure optimal 

results on any binning requirement.

Our expertise in working with manufacturers’ variables, in 

conjunction with our large supply of inventory, enables us 

to assist with product selection and consistent light output 

and color. We offer tight binning for applications requiring 

closely matched LEDs, and we know how to eliminate bin 

sorting to save you time and money. We can also color 

mix in a module by populating LEDs from different bins to 

achieve an overall tight result—or by supplying single-bin 

components that are available and in stock.

If our collaboration begins early in the design process, we 

can help anticipate and minimize binning requirements for 

your application, reducing component costs and lead times 

while still meeting your lighting needs. 

parameters used by manufacturers to define bin 

selections for LeDs:

 > Luminous intensity—measured in candelas

 > Luminous flux—measured in lumens

 > voltage—measured in volts

 >  color chromaticity—plotted as X and Y coordinates, 
dominant wavelength, or color temperature (white only)

gLObAL SuppLy chAin AnD LOgiSticS 

Arrow’s renowned supply chain offers intelligent systems, 

flexibility and demand-responsiveness while delivering 

the value you have come to expect from a world-class 

distributor. Our staff, facilities and infrastructure are ready 

to meet your needs at every point. 

Why Arrow?

Partner with Arrow to streamline  

your journey to market and harness  

the future of SSL today.

Alternative financing Options

Manage your liquidity and working capital and enable aggressive sales 

growth with our innovative financing programs for qualified customers. 

If you are interested in leveraging programs such as lockbox escrow, 

flooring, leasing or letters of credit, please contact an Arrow Sales or 

Lighting representative.

Our services include:
 > Vendor-managed inventory

 > In-plant stores

 > Consignment programs

 > Supply chain integration

 > Breaking tape and reel capabilities

 > Advanced Manufacturing Support Services (AMSS)

 > Global design and manufacturing assistance
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Are You Five Years Out? 
Most people live in the present. The world of now. But a handful of us work 

in a unique world that doesn’t quite exist yet—the world of Five Years Out.

Five Years Out is the tangible future. And the people who live and work 

there know that new technologies, new materials, new ideas and new 

electronics will make life not only different, but better. Not just cheaper, 

but smarter. Not just easier, but more inspired. 

Five Years Out is an exciting place to be. So exciting that, once you’ve been 

there, it’s hard to get excited about the present. Because we know what’s 

coming is going to be so much better. 

Five Years Out is a community of builders, designers, engineers and 

imaginers who navigate the path between possibility and practicality. 

Creating the future of everything from cars to coffeemakers. 

Are you one of them? Then you’re probably working with us.

Online 
arrow.com/office_locations  
Visit our website for additional information  
and a sales office closest to you.

myarrow™

Sign up for a free account and get custom pricing, 
terms and innovative tools at arrownac.com/myarrow.
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